HACCP Based Procedure for Wilpack Packaging Model 15 Table-top Tamper Evident Sealing Equipment

Ensure employee wellness
and proper training prior
to start of individual
packaging process

Turn Model 15 sealing
equipment on and allow
to heat for 7-10 minutes
prior to sealing first
container (Per equipment
manual)

Wash hands using proper
hand washing procedure

Glove hands directly after
completion of proper
hand washing and drying
procedure

Remove portion size
containers from closed
packaging

Place containers top
down on clean surface to
reduce exposure of
container contamination

Using proper food
handling procedures,
place desired amount of
food prodcut in container

Immediately place
container in the table top
tamper evident sealing
equipment, using the
correct ring to fit the
conatiner

Observe to ensure there's
no food prodcut on glove,
then proceed to remove
one die cut seal from
original box

Only touching the tab
portion of the seal, place
seal dull side down on top
of container using the
guides included for
proper seal placement

Lower heating element of
equipment using the hand
grip above lighted switch

Apply full pressure until
springs are depressed and
heater head will not go
down any further

Hold for a count of 3
seconds

Raise heater head to
resting open position

Your containers should
now have a tamper
evident seal

Remove tamper evident
sealed container by
pushing up on the bottom
of the container using the
opening on the front of
the equipment

With other hand remove
container from
equipment by lifting,
placing gloved fingers
under the top ring of
container

Handle tamper evident
sealed container using
proper food handling
procedure

This procedure can be incorporated into any comprehensive HACCP plan. The Wilpack Packaging
Tamper Evident Sealing Equipment is a useful tool used to control exposure to contamination or
adulteration of food products for human consumption.
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